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Baghouse Operations

Preventive Maintenance Prevents Disaster and
Penalties
By John Johnson and Viola A. Bielobradek
Standard baghouse bags are available in various types of material.

In every industrial plant, the abatement
process begins with a source that creates dust. Then there is energy to move dust
to a baghouse in the form of ductwork and a large industrial fan. Next, there are the
filters that collect the dust, followed by a device within the baghouse that cleans
them. Last part of the abatement process is the removal equipment that makes
sure the dust is removed from the baghouse. (Note: I have heard the term dust
collector used when referring to a baghouse. Keep in mind that the purpose of a
baghouse is to collect dust and remove it from the baghouse. The term “dust
collector” is not quite precise since it only encompasses part of the baghouse
purpose. If the baghouse were to only collect dust it would eventually plug up.
Therefore, the dust must be continuously removed.) A standard baghouse system
consists of tons of steel, air moving equipment, industrial fans and loads of dust.
None of those elements, however, draw nearly as much circumspect attention as
the filters, also known as filter bags or filter elements. Filters are typically made
from synthetic cloth (media) that weighs less than 25 oz/square yard. Despite being
the weakest link in the abatement process, a lot depends on them. If the filters
break, or fail prematurely, the entire system fails. Never mind the large steel
structures, massive air moving equipment, and tons of abrasive dust that is used in
a baghouse process. In effect, the most common baghouse question that I’ve been
asked in my 15+ years of experience has been: “How long will my filters last?” I
have given the same boring, non-engineered, response: “It depends.” It is not the
most effervescent answer but it is the most honest. It does depend and on a lot of
things such as:&#149 Type and size of dust being collected&#149 Total cloth of
area of filters in the baghouse&#149 Chemical composition and temperature of gasstream including moisture&#149 Type and condition of baghouse including
evacuation equipment&#149 Baghouse start up and shutdown procedures&#149
Preventative maintenance procedures There is no miracle filter bag. Some filters
can withstand temperature better than others, but will lose strength quicker than
others due to chemical or moisture attack (hydrolysis). The key to finding the best
filter bag is to know your process conditions. Only then the best filter media can be
selected to construct the best filter. Membrane laminate technology is sometimes
confused for that miracle bag, a baghouse panaceum of sorts. Although, membrane
technology does offer the most efficient capture and premium dust release benefits,
the membrane is applied to a media substrate, hence it shares in its limitations.
Allow me use an analogy here: One may be tempted to install Windows XP onto an
outdated PC, but it is not a good idea for obvious reasons. In other words, despite
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all the great filtering benefits membrane technology provides, it is still dependent of
the substrate it is laminated to.
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